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Please browse through our sensory items and let 
the front desk staff know the number of the item 

you wish to check out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1. Tranquil Turtle – Cloud B  

Description: Tranquil Turtle projects a magical underwater light effect with a gentle wave 
motion and plays two soothing sounds to help children sleep. 

Includes: Turtle and 2 instruction booklets.  

Replacement cost: $60 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. Gro Clock – The Growing Company x2 

Description: The Gro-clock uses fun images of the stars and sun to communicate when to go 
back to sleep and when it's time to spring out of bed. The Gro-clock also comes with a 
beautifully illustrated book which helps to encourage children to stay in bed longer, which 
means more sleep for them and more sleep for you! 

Includes: Gro Clock, AC Adapter, Bedtime storybook and Instruction manual. 

Replacement cost: $75 

 

 

 

 

 



3. Tobbles - Fat Brain Toy Co.  

Description: Little hands will delight in the never-ending discovery of Tobbles. The wobbling 
motion of each piece encourages a sense of touch while stacking the sphere high to form 
colourful creations will develop hand-eye coordination with the added bonus of discovering 
balance. 

Includes: 6 spheres and platform. 

Replacement cost: $30 

 

 

 



4. Remote Control Ocean Wave Projector  

Description: With built-in hypnosis music and 7 various light modes. Brings a calming 
surrounding to relax and fall asleep easily. 

Includes: Instruction Booklet, Remote, Projector, 2 cords and charger base. 

Replacement cost: $33 

 

 

 

 



5. Air Stability Wobble Cushion – AppleRound 

Description: Perfect for Home Therapy training, muscle strengthening, active, sitting, kneeling, 
standing. Increase feet, knee, ankles and hip stability. Can be inflated and deflated to vary 
difficulty. 

Includes: 1 Wobble Cushion and 1 Pump. 

Replacement cost: $22 

 

 

 



6. Core Balance Disc – ProSource Fit 

Description: The ProSource Core Balance Disc is a fun, versatile tool for anyone who wants to 
improve their balance and core strength. This lightweight, portable disc creates an unstable 
surface that can be used for a variety of purposes. It can also be used as a seat cushion for both 
adults and children.  

Includes: 1 Balance Disc and 1 Air pump. 

Replacement cost: $24 

 

 



7. Balance and Therapy Wedge – Merrithew 

Description: Enhance your posture while you sit. Suitable for use both at home and at the 
office, the Balance and Therapy Wedge is an aid for properly aligning the pelvis and stabilizing 
the spine. The Textured surface can help stimulate blood flow. Use it as a seat cushion or as a 
back support and inflate or deflate it to your desire comfort level.  

Includes: 1 Balance and Therapy Wedge and 3 plastic tools. 

Replacement cost: $31 

 

 



8. Balance Disc – Reehut 

Description: Can be used to improve posture, joint protection, balance, coordination and 
flexibility.  

Includes: 1 Balance Disc, 1 Pump and 1 Instruction Booklet. 

Replacement cost: $22 

 

 

 

 



9. Mod + Dry Erase Board - Time Timer 

Description: An Easy way to keep track of time remaining and tasks to be completed in one 
place. Use the Dry erase board to keep track of agendas, to do lists, or leave a time sensitive 
message. 

Includes: 60-minute visual timer, whiteboard and caddy with marker and supply storage.  

Replacement cost: $54 

 

 

 



10. SpinAgain 

Description: Drop the vibrant discs onto the threaded corkscrew pole and watch as they spin 
fast and smooth to settle onto the reversible base. This visually stimulating toy will keep your 
little ones enthralled as they practice their hand-eye coordination and baby engineering skills! 
There's stacking, there's twirling, and then there's SpinAgain! 

Includes: Corkscrew pole and 6 discs. 

Replacement cost: $50 

 

 



11. Kids Safety Ear Muffs – MPOW Technology X5 (2 pink, 2 blue and 1 green) 

Description: Noise cancelling headphones for kids with adjustable headband 

Includes: Headphones and drawstring bag. 

Replacement cost: $19 

 

 

 

 



12. Charley the Chameleon – Cloud B  

Description: This plush chameleon glows in a rainbow of colors and plays 2 soothing sounds – 
rain forest and tropical tunes. 

Includes: Chameleon and 2 instruction booklets. 

Replacement cost: $55 

 

 

 

 



13. Chase ‘n Go Ball Popper + Blue Switch – Playskool 

Description: This toy can help encourage fine & gross motor skills, eye tracking and cause & 
effect. 

Includes: Playset, 4 balls, 1 instruction booklet, 1 Switch with 2 instruction booklets.  

Replacement cost: $43 

 

 

 

 



14. Fiber Optic Light + Red Switch 

Description: Fiber Optic Light with color change crystal! 

Includes: 1 Fiber Optic Light, 1 Red Switch with 2 instruction booklets. 

Replacement cost: $32 

 

 

 

 



15. Tonka Police Car + Yellow Switch 

Description: Switch enabled Police Car. 

Includes: 1 Car and 1 Switch with QuickStart guide. 

Replacement cost: $48 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



16. Sensory Stonez 

Description: Kids can balance, step and hop on these durable and strong vinyl stonez. Helps to 
improve balance, coordination, and gross motor skills. 

Includes: 3 stones (yellow, blue and green). 

Replacement cost: $80 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



17. Spin Art – Imaginarium Creations + Green Switch 

Description: A world of exploration and experimentation awaits your child as they try different 
techniques with the Fantastic Art Spinner. What will happen if you drip more drops of paint? 
Less drops? Try dripping them closer together or farther apart. How do the different colors 
blend together? Only takes a few seconds to make! 

Includes: Spin Art Machine with clear plastic splash guard, 5 glitter paints (purple, blue, red, 
yellow and green), paper. 

Replacement cost: $38 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



18. Bubble Machine + Green Switch 

Description: The electronic Bubble Machine is a great option for providing hours of interactive 
entertainment! 

Includes: 1 Bubble Machine, 1 power cord, 1 green switch with quick start guide and one bottle 
of bubbles. 

Replacement cost: $98 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



19. Scooter Board x2 (1 blue, 1 orange) 

Description:  Scoot, Roll, race and glide around the room! Scooter boards are a fun indoor 
activity that kids will love. These 12in scooters feature handles to help kids easily steer and 
maneuver themselves around. The scooters feature non-marking rubber swivel casters, so your 
floor will remain clean and scratch free. 

Includes: 1 Scooter Board. 

Replacement cost: $36 

 

 



20. LED Fiber Optic Light – Chinly 

Description: Bright and colourful! Using RGBW four lamp beads, you can combine RGB color 
with pure white light to crate other color. 

Includes: 1 Fiber Optic Light, 1 LED light engine, 1 Remote, 1 cord and 1 user manual. 

Replacement cost: $74 

 

 

 

 



21. Mini Magic Wand Power Massager 

Description: Delivers a satisfying massage. 

Includes: 1 Massager and 2 AA batteries. 

Replacement cost: $13 

 

 

 

 



22. Time Timer – 60 Minute Visual Timer x2 

Description:  Use this 60 minute analog countdown clock to stay on task, assists with 
organization and concentration. As time expires, the visible display of the red-disk disappears in 
clockwise direction. No loud ticking provides the silence and focus for chore lists, school, 
homework, and other activities. The optional alarm signal when time is up can be turned off for 
sound-sensitive environments. 

Includes: 1 Timer and 1 Instruction Sheet. 

Replacement cost: $44 

 



23. Digital Timer 

Description:  Multi-functional Digital Countdown Timer. 3 Modes - clock + countdown timer + 
stopwatch. 

Includes: 1 Timer and User’s Guide. 

Replacement cost: $17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



24. Write-On & Wipe-Off Die 

Description:  These large 4.75” dice feature soft foam corners and edges, magnetic, wipe-erase 
sides. Create Your Own Fraction, Operation and other Specialty Dice. 

Includes: 1 Die. 

Replacement cost: $25 

 

 

 

 



25. Blue 2Bluetooth accessibility switch – AbleNet x2 

Description: Blue2 is the most widely used Bluetooth switch interface for tablets. Phones, and 
computers. Blue2 allows you to quickly and easily wirelessly connect one or two switches with 
your device. 

Includes: 1 Bluetooth switch, 3 user guides (various languages), 1 cord and 5 adapters. 

Replacement cost: $241 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



26. Teeter Popper – Fat Brain Toy Co. x2 

Description: Teeter Popper gets kids up, active, and keeps them moving. 

Includes: 1 Teeter Popper. 

Replacement cost: $45 

 

 



27. Spin Disc 

Description: This product is ideal for all children or adults up to 125lbs. This three-dimensional toy 
features a spinning top disc that allows children to lie down sit kneel while spinning to improve balance 
and coordination. Unlike other older rotational devices the Spin Disc has a larger oblong base (26"W x 
24" L) that spins freely on an angle. 

Includes: 1 spin disc. 

Replacement cost: $230 

 

 

 

 

 

 



28. Body Sox x3 (green – small, blue – medium, red – large) *WASHED AFTER EVERY USE*  

Description: These resistance products are ideal for encouraging more normalized motor responses and 
help organize sensory information. Each pillowcase-like sac is made from 4-way stretch translucent Lycra 
with reinforced Velcro closure. Body Stretch Bags are designed specifically for spatial awareness through 
balance and resistance. Since they are translucent, they can see the shapes they are making.  

The ideal sizing for a Body Sox is as close as possible or slightly shorter than one's height– please refer to 
the sizing chart below: 

• Small - 40" tall x 27" wide. 
• Medium - 47" tall x 27" wide. 
• Large - 56" tall x 28" wide. 
• X-Large - 60" tall x 28" wide. 
 

Includes: 1 body stretch bag. 

Replacement cost: $50 

 

 

 

 



29. Weighted Blanket – Beautyrest x4 (2 grey, 2 blue) *COVER IS WASHED AFTER EVERY USE* 

Description: The Beautyrest weighted blanket is a high-quality therapeutic blanket designed to give 
relief to people with stress, insomnia, anxiety, and sensory disorder. 

Includes: 1 weighted blanket, 1 cover, 1 clear zip bag. 

Replacement cost: $150 

 



30. Walk Easy Pediatric Tripod x2 

Description: Walk Easy pediatric tripod straight neck cane features a straight neck, small inverted-V 
base, reinforced cross sections and derby handle. The Derby handle and clip adjustment are one of the 
most popular shapes and provide excellent support. The pediatric cane is epoxy-coated and also 
features a grip that can be rotated for right or left hand use. Tripod straight neck cane offers fun, funky 
and adorable child-sized walking cane that is lightweight and top quality. Tripod cane base size is 10" 
wide and handle height is adjustable for 21" - 28". 

Includes: 1 tripod cane 

Replacement cost: $54 

 



31. The Freeloader Child Carrier x2 (yellow – medium, black - large) 

Description: The Freeloader is the first child carrier built specifically for toddlers & small children, 
allowing families to enjoy adventures together. The light, unique design & 5 point safety harness allow 
parents to rest their arms, children to rest their legs, and for families to safely go further than they have 
ever gone together. Product weight: 5.8 lbs. Carrying capacity: 25-80 lbs. Minimum Age: 2 ½ years. 
Standing height: 33"-50" tall 

Includes: Carrier, instructions (side pocket) 

Replacement cost: $300 

 

 



32. Compression Blanket x3 (3 sizes) *WASHED AFTER EVERY USE* 

Description: The Sensory Compression Blanket is one of the most effective tools to calm your sensory 
child and relieve anxiety. In fact, one of the most wonderful things about this blanket is that it's perfect 
for BOTH sensory seekers and sensory avoiders. It allows energetic seekers to get deep pressure right 
before bed, while gentle hugs sensory avoiders. It's also perfect for the hotter summer months when a 
weighted blanket can get hot and uncomfortable. 

• Twin/Single Bed = 3'2" x 4'8" (98 x 147 cm) 
• Full/Double Bed =4'5" x 4'8" (136 x 147 cm) 
• Queen Bed = 5'2" x 4'8" (160 x 147 cm) 

Includes: 1 sensory compression blanket 

Replacement cost: $61 

 

 

 

 



33. Big Buddy Button Switch x4 

Description: A large wired switch featuring a 4.5-in/11.5-cm activation surface that provides an 
auditory click and tactile feedback. Requires 5.3-oz/150-g of force to activate. Made for persons 
with moderate to severe upper extremity and motor disabilities. Plug into a Blue2 for iPad 
access or switch interface for computer access. Can also be used with Xbox adaptive controller, 
switch toys, and other electronics. 

Includes: 1 Big Buddy Button Switch, instructions. 

Replacement cost: $65 

 



34. Xbox One Console & Adaptive Controller 

Description: Xbox One Console, games and adaptive controller. The adaptive controller is 
designed primarily to meet the needs of gamers with limited mobility. It features large 
programmable buttons and connects to external switches, buttons, mounts, and joysticks to 
help make gaming more accessible on Xbox One consoles and Windows 10 PCs. Can also be 
used with our Big Buddy Button Switch. 

Includes: 
Xbox One Console (Console, controller, power adapter, power cord, HDMI cable, controller 
charging cable, cardboard box for cables and controllers) 
Second Controller 
Adaptive controller (adaptive controller, USBC to USB charging cable, box) 
Game – LEGO Worlds 
Game – Rush 
Instructions/contents list 
 
Replacement cost: $600 
(Console $350, Controller $60, Adaptive Controller $130, LEGO Worlds $26, Rush $34) 
 

 


